Congratulations Clubhouse.io Team on the
100,000 User Milestone!
I’m both a user and proponent for the Clubhouse.io platform for a variety of reasons. First, they are
a great team of people who I was lucky enough to share some time on my podcast with. Secondly,
they have been totally focused on the user experience, servicing (and listening to) the developer
community, and remind me very much of the very way in which I lead development and operations
teams. There is also a bonus with the fact that the Clubhouse platform has a forever free option.
Folks who are looking to jump into the software (and even operations) product and project
management game should definitely get into the platform and have a look at how your processes and
teams can map against what Clubhouse has to offer.

100,000 Users Milestone
When you pick a product because “4 out of 5 dentists agree” it’s because you trust the opinion of a
consensus of experts. In software, the metric that you want to listen for is the number of users, and
100K is a pretty impressive number to be able to see happen. Clubhouse has shot up from 30K to
100K in a very short time since the last platform usage numbers which came out in September 2019.
It’s both impressive from a user count and from feature updates.
There are some great reviews at the Clubhouse site here that should give you an idea on how their
customer-centric approach has resulted in this level of adoption. My opinion is that you should give
it a try. You literally have nothing to lose
Big thanks and congratulations go out to the entire team at Clubhouse on this exciting and wellearned milestone. They are also a remote work organization and using Clubhouse as a platform is
also extremely helpful for distributed teams who need to stay in sync and build great things.
via GIPHY

Podcast Episode 80 – @Clubhouse and
Developer Focus with Kurt Schrader (@Kurt)
and Mitch Wainer (@MitchWainer)
The team from Clubhouse.io (https://clubhouse.io) join me to chat about their approach to bringing a
developer-focused experience with their platform. This is a great discussion that talks much deeper
on how being in what some may view as a crowded market is actually not crowded when you
differentiate and provide distinct and focused products. Big thanks to Kurt Schrader
(https://twitter.com/kurt) and Mitch Wainer (https://twitter.com/MitchWainer) for sharing their

insights and experiences.
Listen to the episode here:
http://podcast.discoposse.com/e/ep-80-clubhouseio-and-developer-focus-with-kurt-schrader-kurt-andmitch-wainer-mitchwainer/
Listen and Subscribe on iTunes here:

Podcast Episode 80 – @Clubhouse and Developer Focus with Kurt Schrader (@Kurt) and
Mitch Wainer (@MitchWainer)
PODCAST LINK:
http://podcast.discoposse.com/e/ep-80-clubhouseio-and-developer-focus-with-kurt-schrader-kurt-andmitch-wainer-mitchwainer/

